Gene or protein expression data provides information on when and where genes are activated. In addition to indicating the site of action, this data is critical for confirming predicted protein-protein interactions, potential ligand-receptor associations, gene regulatory networks and developmental targets. The localised expression of a gene or protein can be detected using systems that stain expressing tissues with a dye or with a fluorescent tag that can be visualised using fluorescent microscopy. A laser scanning confocal microscope collects fluorescent data by raster scanning an optical slice and a pinhole is used to exclude data outside of the optical slice. Through incrementally acquiring a series, or stack, of optical slices in the Z plane 3D data sets can be created (Pawley, 1990) . Within each plane data can be detected for a number of different channels, each reflecting the labelling of a target with a different form of fluor.
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Other imaging options are available, but at the present time confocal microscopy is the highest resolution and most widely used system (Ruffins et al., 2002) .
GENXL is a JAVA applet which launches transparently from a web browser (figure 1). It requires a server capable of using the hyper text transfer protocol to serve the application and geometry files. Three-dimensional projections are then software rendered on the client computer using a close variation of the IDX3DIII Application Programming Interface (API) (Walser, 1999) . The IDX3DIII API is free for non-commercial use and includes all source code. Designed for JAVA 1.1 compliancy, GENXL works on all JAVA 1.1.3 compliant web browsers. Performance does vary with different browsers and operating systems and the fastest performance is currently achieved using Internet Explorer running on Windows.
Two formulae are specific to GENXL. They illustrate our applied usage of integrated methods contained in the IDX3D III API source code. The algorithm for measuring the distance between two points on a surface is an approximation with an accuracy inversely proportional to the area of the two triangles coplanar with the points being measured. Distances are measured by applying the centroid of two triangles to a distance formula.
While the standard Euclidean metric L2 norm based on the Pythagorean theorem would be for an n-dimensional vector v= (v1, v2,..., v3) , and two points P=(p1, p2,..., pn) and Q=(q1, q2,..., qn) the distance between them given as:
QuickTime™ and a TIFF (LZW) decompressor are needed to see this picture. (Euclid, 300 BC; Sunday, 2001 ). We derive P and Q from a 3 dimensional vector produced by utilising an IDX3D III API method for acquiring the centre of a triangle, which is also the Median Point (Johnson, 1929) . surface reconstruction (see supplemental data). This will permit geometry detail to be increased and decreased based on the capabilities of the client workstation. Our spline based implementations will be necessary for our approaches to warping dissimilar specimens and dynamic time based visualisations.
The Gene Expression Viewer makes 3D visualisation instantaneously accessible over the internet to the largest segment of modern computers, adding a convenient tool for collaborative efforts between laboratories and disciplines .
